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Harmful paint
systems outlawed
AN international
convention banning the use of organotins and other
harmful substances in anti-fouling paints applied on
ships' hulls entered force on September 17, 2008.
Under the convention, ships are not permitted to
apply or re-apply organotin compounds which act as
biocides in their anti-fouling systems; ships either
shall not carry such compounds on their hulls or
external parts or surface or, in the case of ships that
already carry such compounds on their hulls, will
have to apply a coating that forms a barrier to prevent
them leaching from the underlying non-compliant
anti-fouling systems.
The convention also establishes a mechanism to
evaluate and assess other anti-fouling systems and
prevent the potential future use of other harmful
substances in these systems. http://www.imo.org

There has been the odd experiment with remote-
controlled ships but to date nobody has successfully
operated ships without people. People are an
investment, and shouldn’t be regarded as a cost; they
are huge contributors to the success of a voyage and
should be treated as such.  Issue No. 18 of Alert! the
International Maritime Human Element Bulletin gets
down to brass tacks on the issue of people, pointing
out quite bluntly: "look after your people ...and they will
look after you."
The Alert! Project -- launched in October 2003 -- is a
campaign to improve the awareness of the human
element in the maritime industry.  This is a Nautical
Institute project, sponsored by Lloyd’s Register
Educational Trust.  For
further information go to
http://www.he-alert.org.

The UN Security Council is next week
expected to consider a resolution proposed by
France calling on all countries with a stake in maritime
safety to send military ships and aircraft to fight piracy off
the coast of Somalia.

The Associated Press says it has seen a draft of the
resolution which would also call on ships and planes to
use "the necessary means" to stop acts of piracy.  The
volume of recent Gulf of Aden piracy has allowed the
Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) to determine factors that
represent maximum risk of becoming a hijack victim. Of
these, vessel speed at time of attack and time of day are
the most significant.  Analysis over a two month reporting
period included 21 incidents representing both firing
incidents and vessel seizure.

The Singapore Shipping Association (SSA) President, Mr
S. S. Teo said, "There is an urgent need for the
international community, especially through the
International Maritime Organisation and the United
Nations to find ways to deploy the required level of
military effort needed to re-
establish stability in the Gulf of
Aden."

The BBC has started an exciting project where they track a container around the world for 12
months to illustrate the importance of shipping (and in particular the container trade) for world trade
and globalisation. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/business/2008/the_box/default.stm

A wonderful website of various maritime related
disasters exists at Virtual Image Gallery
http://visual-impact-gallery.blogspot.com/ the
publishers have recently launched a new
picture and video weblog which is a gallery of
images relating to the risks of transport and
shipping. The publishers welcome pictures,
videos and images relating to casualties, near
casualties and anything else related to the
industry.  Send your images to
Sam.Ignarski@gmail.com

And if you have ever wondered how they put up
those big windmill generators, go to
http://www.vertikal.net/en/stories.php?id=5116

SHIP operating costs surged over 11% last year, mainly
as a consequence of higher crew costs, according to
shipping accountant Moore Stephens.

Their container ship index saw the largest overall
increase of 18% per cent, mainly driven by higher crew
costs in all three container ship types covered.

The tanker index has increased by 11.1% on a year-on-
year basis, while the bulker index has seen a smaller
increase this year of 7.4%.

Moore Stephens partner Richard Greiner says,
"Container ships saw crew wages rise an average of 20%
this year, and the average crew wage rise over all ships

was over 10%"

Owners continued to spend more on
repairs and maintenance, with costs
in that category going up an average
of 12%, although there was signifi-
cant variation across vessel types.
Insurance also increased by around
7%, down on last year's increase.

http://www.moorestephens.co.uk

Advance Notice: A lunchtime gathering of BI people is being planned for the north
Essex/south Suffolk area of UK. All former BI staff - whether living in the area or not -
and their partners will be most welcome. We hope the gathering will happen this side
of Christmas and we shall try to arrange a pleasant location with good beer and food
on hand. Full details will be notified on the BIship site and within the online BI group.
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